
 

Elegy,  

 

yelled into a wind tunnel, and you’re standing behind me, 

 

 

 

I am so fucking pissed off at you all the time, for going.  You think that it’s better 

this way with all this space in between us, we didn’t even have a conversation or 

wrestle or yell.  I wanted to yell I still want to yell I want to puff out my cheeks and 

huff down all the houses that we built together.  I don’t even know if you remember 

all the houses, I think they must have lobotomized your brain, who are you who 

were you then maybe this is the real you now and I just never knew or saw or 

wanted anything different from the thing that you gave me to hold onto.  Maybe 

something was taken from you when that thing happened and maybe you actually 

are now an alien.  The green light is now blue and you’ve completely forgotten me.  

I wish this was different.  I thought I’ve wrestled with this before, that I’d moved 

into something that felt manageable or different or I’d that stupid thing “moved 

on”.  But as the wrench screws tighter around my heavy heaving chest I know that's 

not true, that the knot is still there and all I want is to be in the pool beneath the 

falls and let it bury me in waves so I almost can’t believe but not like is happening 

now.  This feeling is different it is alike it is taking my breath away rather than 

stifling it.  When you walk outside and the crisp catches it and holds it for you for 

just a second.  Instead of that feeling where your throat has closed and your 

grasping and clasping and clawing from the inside out because you’re trapped.  

You’ve trapped me.  I know that you’re in pain, that this is all that you can think 

about, at least I hope that that is what is happening for you.  That you have actually 

forgotten me because the chasm inside of you is too big for you to see anything 

else, because the idea instead that you have knowingly died yourself to me is too 

much to bare.  I don’t know what to do with the things that we made together.  

How do I live inside of those things anymore?  What once were happy memories, 

memories that made me and that platforming me into something else.  What are 

those any more?  Can they still be those things even with the now of the now.  I 

don’t like to think about those anymore even though they were so essential and 

shaping and pivotal.  I have lost your face.  No I haven’t I can still see it clear as 

day.  I think I gave you a part of me, maybe you didn’t want it.  Uhhh this is all so 

fucked up.  And now it’s time to go.  Back in the box you go.  You put yourself 

there long ago and never told me.  How can I hate you, but I think I do.   



 

remembered,  

 

 

 

 

 

I am so fucking pissed off at you all the time, for going.  You think that it’s better 

this way with all this space in between us, we didn’t even have a conversation or 

wrestle or yell.  I wanted to yell I still want to yell I want to puff out my cheeks and 

huff down all the houses that we built together.  I don’t even know if you remember 

all the houses, I think they must have lobotomized your brain, who are you who 

were you then maybe this is the real you now and I just never knew or saw or 

wanted anything different from the thing that you gave me to hold onto.  Maybe 

something was taken from you when that thing happened and maybe you actually 

are now an alien.  The green light is now blue and you’ve completely forgotten me.  

I wish this was different.  I thought I’ve wrestled with this before, that I’d moved 

into something that felt manageable or different or I’d that stupid thing “moved 

on”.  But as the wrench screws tighter around my heavy heaving chest I know that's 

not true, that the knot is still there and all I want is to be in the pool beneath the 

falls and let it bury me in waves so I almost can’t believe but not like is happening 

now.  This feeling is different it is alike it is taking my breath away rather than 

stifling it.  When you walk outside and the crisp catches it and holds it for you for 

just a second.  Instead of that feeling where your throat has closed and your 

grasping and clasping and clawing from the inside out because you’re trapped.  

You’ve trapped me.  I know that you’re in pain, that this is all that you can think 

about, at least I hope that that is what is happening for you.  That you have actually 

forgotten me because the chasm inside of you is too big for you to see anything 

else, because the idea instead that you have knowingly died yourself to me is too 

much to bare.  I don’t know what to do with the things that we made together.  

How do I live inside of those things anymore?  What once were happy memories, 

memories that made me and that platforming me into something else.  What are 

those any more?  Can they still be those things even with the now of the now.  I 

don’t like to think about those anymore even though they were so essential and 

shaping and pivotal.  I have lost your face.  No I haven’t I can still see it clear as 

day.  I think I gave you a part of me, maybe you didn’t want it.  Uhhh this is all so 

fucked up.  And now it’s time to go.  Back in the box you go.  You put yourself 

there long ago and never told me.  How can I hate you, but I think I do.   



 

reminded,  

 

 

 

 

 

I am so fucking pissed off at you all the time, for going.  You think that it’s better 

this way with all this space in between us, we didn’t even have a conversation or 

wrestle or yell.  I wanted to yell I still want to yell I want to puff out my cheeks and 

huff down all the houses that we built together.  I don’t even know if you remember 

all the houses, I think they must have lobotomized your brain, who are you who 

were you then maybe this is the real you now and I just never knew or saw or 

wanted anything different from the thing that you gave me to hold onto.  Maybe 

something was taken from you when that thing happened and maybe you actually 

are now an alien.  The green light is now blue and you’ve completely forgotten me.  

I wish this was different.  I thought I’ve wrestled with this before, that I’d moved 

into something that felt manageable or different or I’d that stupid thing “moved 

on”.  But as the wrench screws tighter around my heavy heaving chest I know that's 

not true, that the knot is still there and all I want is to be in the pool beneath the 

falls and let it bury me in waves so I almost can’t believe but not like is happening 

now.  This feeling is different it is alike it is taking my breath away rather than 

stifling it.  When you walk outside and the crisp catches it and holds it for you for 

just a second.  Instead of that feeling where your throat has closed and your 

grasping and clasping and clawing from the inside out because you’re trapped.  

You’ve trapped me.  I know that you’re in pain, that this is all that you can think 

about, at least I hope that that is what is happening for you.  That you have actually 

forgotten me because the chasm inside of you is too big for you to see anything 

else, because the idea instead that you have knowingly died yourself to me is too 

much to bare.  I don’t know what to do with the things that we made together.  

How do I live inside of those things anymore?  What once were happy memories, 

memories that made me and that platforming me into something else.  What are 

those any more?  Can they still be those things even with the now of the now.  I 

don’t like to think about those anymore even though they were so essential and 

shaping and pivotal.  I have lost your face.  No I haven’t I can still see it clear as 

day.  I think I gave you a part of me, maybe you didn’t want it.  Uhhh this is all so 

fucked up.  And now it’s time to go.  Back in the box you go.  You put yourself 

there long ago and never told me.  How can I hate you, but I think I do.  



 

in bones,  

 

 

 

 

 

I am so fucking pissed off at you all the time, for going.  You think that it’s better 

this way with all this space in between us, we didn’t even have a conversation or 

wrestle or yell.  I wanted to yell I still want to yell I want to puff out my cheeks and 

huff down all the houses that we built together.  I don’t even know if you remember 

all the houses, I think they must have lobotomized your brain, who are you who 

were you then maybe this is the real you now and I just never knew or saw or 

wanted anything different from the thing that you gave me to hold onto.  Maybe 

something was taken from you when that thing happened and maybe you actually 

are now an alien.  The green light is now blue and you’ve completely forgotten me.  

I wish this was different.  I thought I’ve wrestled with this before, that I’d moved 

into something that felt manageable or different or I’d that stupid thing “moved 

on”.  But as the wrench screws tighter around my heavy heaving chest I know that's 

not true, that the knot is still there and all I want is to be in the pool beneath the 

falls and let it bury me in waves so I almost can’t believe but not like is happening 

now.  This feeling is different it is alike it is taking my breath away rather than 

stifling it.  When you walk outside and the crisp catches it and holds it for you for 

just a second.  Instead of that feeling where your throat has closed and your 

grasping and clasping and clawing from the inside out because you’re trapped.  

You’ve trapped me.  I know that you’re in pain, that this is all that you can think 

about, at least I hope that that is what is happening for you.  That you have actually 

forgotten me because the chasm inside of you is too big for you to see anything 

else, because the idea instead that you have knowingly died yourself to me is too 

much to bare.  I don’t know what to do with the things that we made together.  

How do I live inside of those things anymore?  What once were happy memories, 

memories that made me and that platforming me into something else.  What are 

those any more?  Can they still be those things even with the now of the now.  I 

don’t like to think about those anymore even though they were so essential and 

shaping and pivotal.  I have lost your face.  No I haven’t I can still see it clear as 

day.  I think I gave you a part of me, maybe you didn’t want it.  Uhhh this is all so 

fucked up.  And now it’s time to go.  Back in the box you go.  You put yourself 

there long ago and never told me.  How can I hate you, but I think I do.  



 

and skin.  

 

 

 

 

 

I am so fucking pissed off at you all the time, for going.  You think that it’s better 

this way with all this space in between us, we didn’t even have a conversation or 

wrestle or yell.  I wanted to yell I still want to yell I want to puff out my cheeks and 

huff down all the houses that we built together.  I don’t even know if you remember 

all the houses, I think they must have lobotomized your brain, who are you who 

were you then maybe this is the real you now and I just never knew or saw or 

wanted anything different from the thing that you gave me to hold onto.  Maybe 

something was taken from you when that thing happened and maybe you actually 

are now an alien.  The green light is now blue and you’ve completely forgotten me.  

I wish this was different.  I thought I’ve wrestled with this before, that I’d moved 

into something that felt manageable or different or I’d that stupid thing “moved 

on”.  But as the wrench screws tighter around my heavy heaving chest I know that's 

not true, that the knot is still there and all I want is to be in the pool beneath the 

falls and let it bury me in waves so I almost can’t believe but not like is happening 

now.  This feeling is different it is alike it is taking my breath away rather than 

stifling it.  When you walk outside and the crisp catches it and holds it for you for 

just a second.  Instead of that feeling where your throat has closed and your 

grasping and clasping and clawing from the inside out because you’re trapped.  

You’ve trapped me.  I know that you’re in pain, that this is all that you can think 

about, at least I hope that that is what is happening for you.  That you have actually 

forgotten me because the chasm inside of you is too big for you to see anything 

else, because the idea instead that you have knowingly died yourself to me is too 

much to bare.  I don’t know what to do with the things that we made together.  

How do I live inside of those things anymore?  What once were happy memories, 

memories that made me and that platforming me into something else.  What are 

those any more?  Can they still be those things even with the now of the now.  I 

don’t like to think about those anymore even though they were so essential and 

shaping and pivotal.  I have lost your face.  No I haven’t I can still see it clear as 

day.  I think I gave you a part of me, maybe you didn’t want it.  Uhhh this is all so 

fucked up.  And now it’s time to go.  Back in the box you go.  You put yourself 

there long ago and never told me.  How can I hate you, but I think I do.  


